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Chapter 205
“Aren’t you going back to Jincheng?” Miriam glared at the man who was buying tickets
behind him.

Bryan’s face was ordinary, with thin lips and a small smile, “When did I say I was going
back to Jincheng?”

“You!” Miriam curled her eyebrows, her expression slightly serious, “Bryan, I really didn’t
make a joke with you, you don’t need to go back to City Two with me.”

Bryan got the ticket and smiled, “When did I say it was for you to return to City Two?”

Lin Shui, who followed, glanced at the man, smiled lightly and said to Miriam: “Manager
Shao moved all the work for the next few months to City Two. Now it’s time to go back to
work.”

“…”

Not only Miriam was shocked, but Mu Ming and Xiao Zhang were also a little surprised.

Looking at him with complicated eyes, she felt as if she had been hit hard, not knowing
what to say, Miriam could only press her lips tightly.

In the next few months, he was in City Two. Even if he didn’t admit it, it was obviously
because of her. Even if it was not because of her, it was 80% to wait until the child was
born safely.

Moreover, looking at what he said is simple and casual, it seems that preparations have
started early in the morning.

She did not compromise, he compromised, it really made her mood suddenly mixed.

Without saying a word, Miriam advanced through the security check with the suitcase.

Bryan took a deep look at her, and unhurriedly followed up.

Lin Shui pushed the suitcase and followed, leaving Xiao Zhang with a little admiration: “It
seems that I guessed right before. Mr. Shao is absolutely sincere to our sister Miriam.”

Moving all his work to City Two makes it easy to shift his focus, but he doesn’t seem to
care at all. Sure enough, the power of love is endless.

If this is to let Henry know, I don’t know if he will be surprised.



The Mu Ming standing next to him was expressionless, his dark eyes could not see any
emotions, there was no smile or any happiness.

Xiao Zhang’s voice fell, but he didn’t answer a word, and walked over with his long legs.

…

Arrived in City Two, it was still dark, Miriam got off the plane, said hello to Xiao Zhang
and Mu Ming, and didn’t even look at Bryan. He pushed his suitcase to the outside and
stopped a taxi. Left.

How could Bryan not know what she was thinking, but just pressed her lips and watched
her leave without saying a word.

He moved his job back to City Two, in fact, he has been preparing since a very early
time, but he has never told her or discussed with her, knowing that she would not agree,
he still plans to stay in City Two.

He could no longer rest assured that she was facing all kinds of dangers here alone.

“President Shao, where are we going now?”

The man raised his eyes and looked at the distance, and faintly uttered a few words,
“Back to the company.”

“Well, I’ll call a car.”

Lin Shui hurriedly walked in one direction.

…

Miriam rested at home for one night, and went to the company early the next day.

She had prepared all the work reports, and only had to see Mr. Henry, but she didn’t
expect that there was still a huge thing waiting for her in the company.

As soon as Miriam entered the company, he was called into the office of Chief Henry.

In the past, Mr. Henry, who used to be kind and gentle, put his tablet back on the table
with a gloomy expression, and said in a sharp tone, “Miriam, what’s going on? Can you
explain it to me.”

Miriam was startled, a little confused for a while, frowned and walked over to pick up the
tablet, lowered her head and glanced, her entire face was instantly covered by the cold.



[Whether it is desirable for Yingxin female executives to rely on undisclosed private life?
At the same time, two big bosses Fengrui and Longteng, as well as all kinds of small
fresh meat, are holding them. What about life? 】

The huge black title is extremely eye-catching, and the full text is too late to look at it, but
a few clear, high-definition large pictures also completely show her face and the face of
the hero of the title.

From Bryan, Shang Rui, to Mu Ming and Xiang Dongnan, and even Yan Ke did not miss,
all the photos of her walking with men outside were taken and included in the article
without exception.

She might be able to explain to the people behind, but one of the photos of her k!ssing
Bryan in the car was also taken upright, which completely caught her off guard.

Miriam’s face paled slightly, and she looked at President Henry very quickly, “Mr Henry,
I…”

“Things are not what you think.”

“How is that? Miriam, I know you are working hard and want to believe you, but how do
you explain these photos to me? I can’t control your private life, but it must not be
involved in work. Did you forget the company’s system?”

“I haven’t forgotten!” Miriam was startled by Henry Zong’s anger and quickly lowered her
head to admit her mistake, but she gritted her teeth again, full of doubts, “Henry Zong,
this is obviously someone trying to harm me, can’t you tell?”

“Are you saying that these people have nothing to do with you? I don’t care about the
others, then Mr. Shao and Mr. Shang, how can you explain to me?”

Miriam’s face was extremely embarrassed, her hands were placed vertically and her
head was slightly lowered, struggling hard in her heart.

For a moment, she resolutely said: “The others are my friends and colleagues, and my
monk is just a cooperative relationship.”

“As for President Shao…” She hesitated, bit her lower lip lightly, just about to continue
explaining something, when she was suddenly interrupted by President Henry in a deep
voice, “You say this even if I believe it, do you think others will believe it?”

“Mr. Henry!” Miriam frowned, her voice clear and quiet, “I have worked in Yingxin for so
many years, what kind of person do you know best? Do you believe in such hyped
articles now?”

“Tightly relying on a few photos, you are going to question me now, what is my hard
work for so many years?”



President Henry pursed his lips, his breath was extremely cold. After a while, he seemed
to sigh and said helplessly: “It’s not a report, all the big Vs are reprinting, and the photos
are different. Even if I believe you, the company is also No one wants to believe you.
The impact of this incident is too bad. I don’t know about it yet. Go back and figure out
how to solve it.”

Miriam got a chill in her heart, smiled low, and a layer of mockery appeared on the
corners of her lips, “If you really believe me, the first thing is not to question me here.
You have already checked the truth and said After all, you are the same as them.”

Qingming’s eyes flashed sharply, and she clenched her fingers slightly, “I will definitely
find out about this.”

Miriam said, turned around and walked out without looking back.

Looking at her back, Henry always frowned, frowning tighter and tighter.

Miriam left the president’s office, her pretty face was extremely cold, and she swiftly
walked back to the department, her eyes were not shifted at all, and she did not pay
attention to the sight of others.

The entire data department didn’t dare to breathe. After Miriam entered, she could even
hear a needle quietly.

Chapter 206
But Miriam just passed by, and finally walked back to the office without any pause.

The subordinates in the department watched her leave carefully, then looked at each
other, and finally all glanced at Mu Ming who was quietly working in the corner.

As one of the male protagonists of the incident, he said nothing, except for being silent
like everyone else, without any actions.

But everyone knows that arguing at this time can’t express anything but a guilty
conscience.

Miriam sat in the office with a calm face and thought for a while, then opened the web
page with her mobile phone. The headlines in the entire City Two circle were all about
her, with noses and eyes, and the photos were extremely clear.

Even the photos of her going out to dinner with Shang Rui in Kyoto yesterday were
taken. The earliest photo was taken half a month ago. In other words, she has been
followed and taken during this time.

She is not a popular star who would notice her. The only thing she could think of was
that someone deliberately targeted her. Behind all these articles is just a murderer.



Checking, the phone dinged a pop-up message.

Miriam clicked it casually.

It was sent by Mu Ming.

【Are you OK? 】

[Don’t worry, I will find out the truth, you have to be careful these days. 】

Miriam twisted her eyebrows slightly, moved her fingers and quickly returned a simple
message to him, [I’m fine. 】

As soon as it was sent out, Xiao Zhang gently knocked on the door and came in.

“Sister Miriam, Manager Zheng will send someone to inform you to go to the meeting.”

Miriam was silent for two seconds, turned off the phone blankly, and faintly replied, “I
see. Go ahead.”

What kind of meeting is just a condemnation meeting for her. It seems that someone
can’t wait to see her joke.

Getting up, Miriam walked around the desk and unbuttoned her neckline with her
slender fingertips, her expression dull and cold.

Xiao Zhang glanced at her worriedly, then stopped talking, and finally said nothing.

No one thought that this would happen as soon as he came back, and it was obvious
that someone had planned for a while.

In the conference room, there are five or six people. The company is not big, but
everyone who can basically talk is here.

Miriam glanced, glanced at President Henry, and the other party waved her to sit down.

She walked over and pulled the chair away. Zheng Yun, who was sitting next to him,
flashed a trace of complacency, and the corners of her lips twitched.”Manager Lu has
returned with a good report. Congratulations, and signed another big order like Fengrui.”

Congratulations on the lips, but the mocking and disdain in the words can be heard by
anyone.

Miriam sat down, there was no smile on her fair and beautiful face, only the corners of
her lips were politely pulled, “Tongxi, the interests of the company are our interests,
there is nothing to take credit for.”



Zheng Yun narrowed his eyes and said quietly: “Manager Lu really can’t hear the good
or bad, because your private life has affected the image of the entire company, causing
all of us to be condemned by the headquarters, so you don’t plan to Can you give you an
explanation? Mr. Wing Henry still trusts you so much.”

Headquarters?

Miriam frowned, it was passed to the headquarters so soon?

She glanced at the woman next to her and smiled faintly, “Manager Zheng, when can
you speak for President Henry? Are you planning to even take the position of President
Henry?”

Zheng Yun’s face became cold, and he said solemnly: “Manager Lu, it’s meaningless to
make a strong word. A mouse shit will ruin a pot of porridge. Everyone is embarrassed
because you are alone. Do you think you can pass by just a few words?”

Although there was no smile on Miriam’s face, she always looked calm and looked at
the aggressive momentum of the crowd. She was a little funny: “Then what does
Manager Zheng want me to say? I said that those are all framing and slander. Would
you believe it? But you want me to admit that it is absolutely impossible, but for the
impact on the company today, I admit my mistake, and I am sorry to let everyone be
implicated because of me.”

With that, she stood up, bent down and bowed deeply to everyone.

“Framework and slander?” Zheng Yun sneered, “The photo is already clear and can’t be
clear anymore. Even if you are illiterate, you won’t be blind. You still need someone else
to frame it? Is it possible that you still want to say that the photo is synthesized?”

Miriam squeezed her fingers, her lips tightened, and she said nothing for a while.

The current situation is extremely unfavorable to her. Before things are clear, she now
says nothing.

Zheng Yun thought she was a guilty conscience, chuckled, and continued: “I remember
someone once told us that she and Mr. Shao are just a cooperative relationship. What
kind of cooperative relationship requires face-to-face, face to face, can’t it be said? It
was a hitchhiker to the house.”

The thick irony and contempt seemed to hit Miriam’s face severely in front of everyone.

Miriam didn’t have any waves on her face, but her eyes grew colder. She did not deny
anything. She just made a simple statement, saying every word, like considering every
word, “The photos are not synthesized, but they are taken out of context. As for me and
Mr. Shao’s relationship, I will give you an explanation after the matter has been clarified.
In short, in Yingxin, I did not use any improper behavior to trade.”



After all, she looked at President Henry, who was sitting in the first place, “President
Henry, this is my explanation. If the headquarters wants to investigate me, I won’t have
any complaints.”

President Henry leaned on the chair with an unpredictable look and no expression on
his face, making people unable to see any attitude and wondering what they were
thinking.

After a long silence, he sighed and waved his hand, “Sit down first. I’ll let someone find
out about this, but…before finding out, let’s leave the work at hand to Xiao Zheng for
now. You are too tired lately, take a rest for a while.”

In fact, it is not that he does not believe in Miriam. He has seen her hard work over the
years, but this time the impact is too great and the company’s image is damaged. Even
if he wants to intercede with her, he can’t justify it. Putting pressure on him, he can only
use this kind of slowing strategy now.

What’s more, after seeing those photos, even he was a little confused, thinking of
Bryan’s previous care of her, and Shang Rui’s mention of her from time to time, plus
some rumors from the company, he wanted to stop. You can’t close one eye.
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Miriam’s expression changed and she took a deep breath, “Mr. Henry, I can rest, but
there are still so many people in the department. Even if I’m not there, they can continue
to complete it. There is no need to change.”

It’s called a rest, but it’s actually a suspension. It’s still unknown whether Miriam will be
reinstated in the end. This is one of the issues that Miriam was most worried about
before, but he didn’t expect it to happen in this embarrassing way today.

Manager Zheng raised his eyebrows and curled his lips with a smile, “Mr. Lu, I am
usually very busy, and I don’t have much time to manage another department. The best
way is to hand over the work and let everyone perform their duties. People can do data
well.”
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